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Abstract--- Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) is 

the discipline of overcoming organizational silos to realize a 

whole-team, whole-view approach to the software delivery 

cycle by coordinating lifecycle activities across 

requirements, design, project planning, change and 

configuration management, build, and quality management. 

Because of competitive pressures and the need to 

innovation, many organizations are faces with hastened 

delivery schedules. Teams are supposed to reduce the time 

taking in product delivery without increasing their budgets 

or with less quality. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Designed for the execution of a software delivery project, 

ALM solutions coordinate people, tools, and processes in an 

iterative cycle of integrated software development activities, 

including planning and change management, requirements 

definition and management, architecture management, 

software configuration management, build and deployment 

automation, and quality management. Along with 

capabilities, it also includes the fundamental features of an 

ALM solution include traceability across lifecycle artifacts, 

process definition and enactment, and reporting. 

Today software is everywhere. It’s powerful, 

complex, and fundament to business. There can be serious 

consequences to failure. Some failures can result in 

significant human harm, others, like security breaches, 

violations of regulations, or product recalls can have 

catastrophic business implication. We need strategies for 

delivering software that not only “do no harm” but add real 

value. 

The most important benefit of an ALM solution is 

coordinating the people, process, information, and tools 

involved in a project to deliver innovation to your 

stakeholder. Because there is no one-size fits all solution, we 

advise our clients to focus on the following imperatives as 

they implement as ALM approach best suited to their 

environment and culture: 

 Use Real-time Planning 

 Establish Lifecycle Traceability of related artifacts 

 Enable In-context Collaboration 

 Cultivate Development intelligence 

 Practice Continuous Process Improvement 

II. USE REAL-TIME PLANNING 

To accomplish a goal, planning is very much important. 

Plans live outside of Application Life cycle Management 

environment. It gives the information about when we are 

done. Planning is the process to know when the work is 

complete. It ensures that plans are fully integrated with 

project execution. Real- time planning is separate from 

assignments and team activities, it instantly see the impact 

of changes to delivery dates. It disconnected from metrics 

on past team experiences. Real-time planning is carried out 

for continuous planning through project dashboards. 

 

III. ESTABLISH LIFECYCLE TRACEABILITY 

Organizations who face the challenge of improving quality 

often wonder where to start. High quality software is the 

result of the work of the work distribution among the team 

members and they are dependent. Without understanding 

these relationships, gaps can go unnoticed, teams may focus 

on the less important areas, and decisions are made with 

little insight on the impact, all of which can lead to poor 

quality. 

The ability to link requirements back to stakeholder 

needs and forward to the design artigacts, source code, and 

tests that realize those requirements is appealing. By linking 

the requirement back to the stakeholder, we are able to 

prioritize the requirement and determine how value a 

requirement is to a specific customer. Tracing the 

requirement forward allows us to understand and assess the 

impact of change, identify relevant artifacts that realize a 

requirement, and even determine if a feature of the system is 

needed depending on how much it is actually used. 

Traceability is attainable if related artifacts are 

linked and the artifacts that are executable against other 

artifacts, or executable artifacts, executable specifications, 

models, test, plans, and more. 
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Lifecycle traceability establishes relationships between 

software artifacts, and provides views for insightful 

decision-making. By relationships between artifacts, your 

team can answer the more interesting about project status. 

Lifecycle traceability improves quality by: 

 Establishing relationships between software artifacts 

raising awareness across team members; 

 Helping project managers identify and close artifact 

gaps across disciplines; 

 Providing practitioners access to related artifacts so 

they can make fully informed decisions; 

 Providing a clear view of completeness from 

requirement through release. 

 

IV. ENABLE IN-CONTEXT COLLABORATION 

Collaboration isn’t just about being friendly and collegial 

with each other. Collaboration contributes to higher quality 

and improved value to the stakeholders, which means, 

collaboration is a key to innovation. Collaboration features 

within an ALM solution can improve a team’s ability to 

connect with each other, to respond to changing events, and 

to improve project predictability. 

Collaboration tools can also help teams focus on 

what matters. Teams should seek every opportunity to 

automate manual, non-creative tasks. A good ALM solution 

enables build and test automation, but automation can also 

apply to status reporting and information access. Project and 

personal dashboards play an important role in bringing 

automated information to the team reports and queries. A 

well-designed user interface automates access to 

information, by bringing information to the user instead of 

forcing a manual ‘context switch’ to access another 

application. This form of automation naturally leads to 

better collaboration. 

The need for in-context collaboration is more 

important than ever. Today’s software teams are more 

distributed than ever before, as two-thirds of organizations 

have teams that work in multiple locations. 

 

Distributed teams give organizations the flexibilities to: 

 Leverage technical and business talent whether it is 

located. 

 Fast-track projects by quickly on boarding additional 

resources. 

 Include the right stakeholders in business-critical 

decisions. 

But with these benefits come challenges. Many 

organizations rely on email, spreadsheets or loosely 

integrated tools as their collaboration infrastructure. These 

may seem like the most cost-effective solutions, but often 

result in lower productivity from individual team members 

as they spend more time searching for and sending emails, 

populating spreadsheets for status and pasting data from one 

tool to another. 

V. CULTIVATE DEVELOPMENT INTELLIGENCE 

To know whether the team is trending toward a successful 

product at any time, implementing areas for improvement, 

setting goals, and tracking your progress toward achieving 

those goals cultivate development intelligence. According to 

Capers Jones, projects with strong measurement practices 

have much better success rates than those that do not. 

 

 
For example, the three measurements listed below 

are practiced by less than a 50% of all organizations in the 

Capers Jones study: 

 Quality measures  45% 

 Productivity measures  30% 

 Complete measures  15% 
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Development intelligence improves predictability: 
 Enable fact-based decision making (to communicate 

status, monitor progress, diagnose problems, identify 

corrective actions); 

 Steer project and programs to deliver on-time; 

 Apply business intelligence techniques to software and 

systems development. 

VI. PRACTICE CONTINUOUS PROCESS IMPROVEMENT 

Process is more than a documented set of procedures. 

Organizations design processes based on the best practices 

gleaned from industry experience as a means to improving a 

team’s collaboration and to help them success. Its behaviour 

is mostly habitual. If there a change in a definition of 

process, an entire team of people are asked to change their 

habits and adopt behaviours that at first may be difficult to 

understand and implement. It can be quite hard to change 

one habit in one person. There is requirement for new ways 

of thinking and new modes of behaviour for a multitude of 

people as process changes frequently. A well-designed 

ALM solution allows you to change that process 

incrementally, improve the team dynamic and continue to 

refine toward greater efficiencies. 

 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The extended software supply chain, including an increasing 

number of stakeholders, is having an adverse effect on 

innovative application development. Today, as customers 

want the latest applications and as soon as they get them, the 

finance organizations are clamorous about the high costs of 

software development by development teams or 

organizations. To develop the software or application, 

organization or developers spend a significant portion of 

their time on labour-intensive administrative tasks. Its 

maintenance costs are too high if projects are not delivered 

on time. 

An incremental approach to enterprise 

modernization with an open, standard-based, collaborative 

platform helps organizations revitalize applications, 

empower people, unify teams, optimum infrastructures and 

reduce costs for getting the profit and to achieve desired 

business outcomes. 

Software development issues can be addressed by 

integrating the lifecycle activities of software development, 

automating time-consuming and repeatable tasks are 

proving tools that promote real-time collaboration between 

globally dispersed teams, partners and suppliers, by ALM. 

For organizations it is important to implement ALM 

effectively and extend it along a path that best meets their 

unique considerations, as ALM is not a one-size-fits-all 

solution. 
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